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    DB SCHENKERsystem protect
	 	 Secured	groupage	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 all	over	Europe.	First!

Efficient extra protection for 
your consolidated shipments 



DB SCHENKERsystem protect
	 	 	 	 	 	 The	security	network	for	
	 	 theft-endangered	goods

While globalization effects have made stolen goods easy to sell, these on top have 
become more and more valuable. In consequence, the European transport market suffers 
from an increased number of criminal incidents with multi-billion losses annually.  
DB Schenker, the market leader in European land transport, consequently responds to 
this trend with its brand new product option protect.

DB SCHENKERsystem protect – your advantages: 

 consolidation of shipments maximizes the loading degree 
and thus decreases transport cost per secured shipment 
compared to direct shipments

 less follow-up costs caused by cargo losses
 demands of major cargo insurers fulfilled
 reduction of criminal incidents may significantly lower 

cargo insurance premiums 
 consolidation effect also for the consignee: the recipient  

of the cargo can get theft-endangered consignments from 
various shippers at one stop

 transportation of consolidated shipments effectuates 
 a high loading degree of vehicles with a lower environmen-

tal impact per shipment compared to the direct transpor- 
tation of unconsolidated shipments with a low loading  
degree of vehicles

Through protect as a further option of the standard product 
DB SCHENKERsystem, DB Schenker is the first logistics provi-
der in Europe which offers its clientele additionally secured 
as well as efficient forwarding of groupage shipments in a 
cost-saving network. protect is of course also available for  
larger shipments which do not require a security network 
since protected A-to-B-transports have always been part of 
DB Schenker’s product portfolio in European land transpor- 
tation (DB SCHENKERdirect protect).

Groupage shipments, however, require a network of branches 
with protective measures along the whole transport chain 
(collection, line-haul and distribution), including cross-docking 
terminals. Among them are advanced security standards  
every DB Schenker terminal has to fulfill. About 40 branches 
in Europe are even certified according to the highest level of 
the Freight Security Requirements (FSR A-level) issued by 
the Transported Asset Protection Association (TAPA). Secured 
parking places along the routes, GPS monitoring, security 
training of staff and drivers are only some of further measures 
to finally protect all legs of the transport chain from door to 
door. 

Additional dedicated security measures such as extra vaults 
are available on request. Accordingly, DB SCHENKERsystem  
protect is exclusively offered to customers with recurrent  
volumes on steady routes.

Secured Branches all over Europe
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DB Schenker’s products and options in European Land Transport
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protect as an option of DB SCHENKERsystem of course offers 
all regular features of the standard product such as reliable lead 
times (DB Schenker Scheduler), tracking and (in most Euro-
pean countries) electronic proof of delivery (ePOD). For more 
information visit our global website at www.dbschenker.com.

DB SCHENKERsystem protect – the extra feature that makes  
the difference!
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